
RELATIONS    BETWEEN LOOP IDENTITIES

R. ARTZY

I. It is well known [3]1 that every loop S can be represented as a

loop of a 3-net. Interchanges of the line families of the net may be

used for the construction of new loops over the same set of elements

as Í, but with different operations. The requirement that the opera-

tion of one of these loops coincide with that of £ leads to an identity

in ?, and the knowledge of the group of interchanges permits sys-

tematic conclusions as to the implicative relations between certain

loop identities. In the past such relations were discovered [1; 3; 4]

only rather incidentally. The present method also yields results

about the nuclei of loops with identities. The same procedure could

be applied to double loops and 4-nets, in the sense of [5, p. 61], and

certain rules of distributivity could be obtained and related to each

other; however in the present note this subject will not be dealt with.

A similar method has been used by G. Bol. [2, pp. 419, 422] for

finding relations between certain configurations, later called "Bol

configurations," in a 3-net (cf. [5, pp. 53—56]).

II. Let 9Î be an (A, B, Q-net (for the notation cf. [5, pp. 42-45]),

0 a proper point of 9x, and £ = £(9x, 0), written multiplicatively, the

corresponding loop. Accordingly we have for the proper points X
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and Fon OB, X- Y=((XAi\OC)Br\YQAnOB. We define the bi-
unique mapping a: Xa = XA(~\OC of the elements of S upon points

of OC. In particular, 0a = 0. Now consider the (B, C, A)-net Sí* and

the loop 2(yi°, 0) whose binary operation (a) over the Xa, all X in

2, is defined in the same way as the original multiplication was intro-

duced in 8, namely X"a Y« = ((X-BHOA) CC\ YaA)BC\OC. If XJ is de-
fined by X-XJ = 0, we have now (X"aY")'rl-XJ =Y, (X'-aY")"'1

= YIX', and X°<tY«=(Y/XjY.
Similarly, in the (A, C, J5)-net 9?T, we have the loop 2(9?T, 0) with

the binary operation (r) over the Xa, all X in 8(9x, 0). Here we get
X"TYa = (Y-XY.

Now, performing successively the interchanges a and r in a pre-

arranged order, we can define SR1", where p is any element of the group

generated by a and r under composition.

Theorem 1. The group @ generated by a and t has defining relations

(1) T2 = (err)2 = 1.

Thus © is the infinite dihedral group or one of its homomorphs.

Proof. Consider the loop 8t2= (2t)t. It belongs to an (^4, B, Q-net

because r brings about a permutation

n\132/

of the net families, and this permutation has order 2. Here the first

a maps XEOB on XAi~\OC=Xa, and the second a carries Xa—*X"A

r\OB=X. Hence t2 = 1.
We deal now with (o-t)2. The permutation belonging to a is

n\312/

and (err)2 yields the product

/123\/123\/123Y123\

\312Àl32À312Al32/

which is the identity permutation. The four mappings a in turn act

as follows:

X -» Xa,    Xa -^ XaB r\OA = X',    X' -> Xa,    Xa -+ X.

Hence (<tt)2= 1. Having thus ascertained the role of the a's we shall

omit them from here on, writing, for instance, XtY= Y-X.

In view of t2=1, t~1 = t, every additional relation of ® can be
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written in the form r^a'Ha'H ■ ■ ■ r<re*r<2=l, where the e's are inte-

gers and the e's either 0 or 1. From (1) we have err = Tcr~1 and <j~1t

= to-. Thus successively all the r's can be shifted to the left, and we

obtain T'a" = 1. Now, any relation of © would have to be fulfilled also

in the permutation group of the three net families, that is, the sym-

metric group S3. In other terms, S3 is a homomorph of ©. But

Te<re= 1 is satisfied in S3 only when e = 0, e = 3n, n an integer. The re-

sulting relation er3n=l means Xa3nY = X-Y. We use R and L, re-

spectively, for right and left multiplication with subscripts denoting

operations other than (•)• Then X<jY= Y/Xj= YR~*(Xj), and by

iteration, Xa2Y = YR~X(XJ) = (XJL~\Y)Y~\ Hence Xa3Y

= (XjL;1(Y)Y~1, Yo-(Xa3Y)J = XJ, and X<r3Y=(XJ- YJ)J'\ Repeat-

ing this further we obtain Xa3nY= (Xjn- Yjn)J~n, with n any positive

integer. This result can be easily extended to negative integers n.

Combined with Xa3nY = X- Y from above, we have (X- Y)jn = XJ"

• Yjn. Loops satisfying this identity have been constructed for several

values of n, and in these cases © is a homomorph of the infinite di-

hedral group whose defining relations are (1). On the other hand, a

free loop will not satisfy the identity for any n, and then @, having

no other defining relations besides (1), is the infinite dihedral group

itself.

III. In this section the following, rather obvious, rules will be of

importance.

(a) If pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk are elements of © and if p=pi • ■ • pk, then the

simultaneous validity of the identities Xp{Y=X- Y,for i=l, • ■ ■ , k,

implies the identity Xp Y = X-Y, all X, Y in 2.
(b) XpY = X-Y implies Xp~l Y=X-Y.

Applications. We now show that certain of the identities of the

form XpY = X• Y are equivalent to well-known loop identities.

(i) XffY=YR~i(XJ)=X-Y yields Y=(X-Y)-XJ, the crossed-

inverse property [3].

(ii) Xff2Y=(XJL~^(Y)Y~1 = X- FyieldsXJ'= Y-(X- Y)J, the weak

inverse property [4].

(iii) Xa3Y=(XJ- YJ)J~l = X- Y yields XJ• YJ=(X- Y)J, the auto-

morphic-inverse property [l].

(iv) XœtY = XR-i(Yj)=X-Y yields X=(X-Y)-YJ, the right
inverse-property [3],

(v) Xt<tY=YL-i(X'-1)=X-Y yields Y=XJ~1-(X- Y), the left

inverse-property [3].

(vi) XtY= Y-X = X- Y yields commutativity.

(vii) XahY=(YJ-XJY'l = X- Y yields (X-Y)J=YJ-XJ of [5,

p. 56].
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(viii) Xa3» F= (Xjn ■ Y'")'-" = X-Y yields Xjn-Yjn=(X- Y)J\

From our rules (a), (b), information can be obtained concerning

the implicative relations between these identities. A few examples

follow.

The crossed-inverse property implies the weak inverse property be-

cause <r2=ff-<r, and the automorphic-inverse property because

a3 = o'-a-a.

The weak inverse  property  implies  XJ • Yjt = (X • Y)j2  because

0-2. ff2. ff2 =c7.6

The right and left inverse-properties together imply (X- Y)J

= YJ-XJ because gt-t<t-<tt=o3t.

IV. Theorem 2. The left nucleus NL, the middle nucleus NM and

the right nucleus Nr of a loop ? coincide, respectively, with the right, left

and middle nuclei of 8"; they are also, respectively, the right, middle and

left nuclei of 8T.

Proof. A more transparent proof would have to use geometrical

arguments based upon the symmetry properties of the Reidemeister

figure. This would explain the fact that the nuclei NL, NM, Nr are

shifted by elements of © according to the same permutations as the

net line families. But for practical reasons an algebraic proof will be

given here.

In the following, loop elements will be denoted by lower case

letters and the unit element by 1.

(i) Let xENL, then

(2) xa-b = x-ab for all a, b in £.

Put c = ab, then (x-c/b)b = xc, and

(3) x-c/b m (xc)/b.

Now, from (2) with b = aJ, xa-aJ = x, xa = x/aJ. Applied to (3) this

yields

(4) x/(c/b)J = (x/cJ)/b

or (¥   ac)<rx = bJ~ a(c<rx).

Conversely, (4) with b = c yields x= (x/cJ)/c and xc = x/cJ. Applied

to (4) this gives x-c/b=(xc)/b, (x-c/b)b = xc and, with c/& = a,

xa ■ b = x ■ ab.

(ii) Given yENM, that is, ay-b = a-yb for all a, b in 2. Since a

nucleus is a group [3, p. 57], also ayJ-b = a-yJb. Call ayJ-b = c, then

c=((c/b)/yJ) -yJb and

(5) c/(fb) = (c/b)/yJ.
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With c=l this becomes (yJb)J~ =br~/y1 and

(6) yJb = (bJ~l/yJ)J.

Applied to (5) this yields

(7) c/^/y'Y = (c/b)/f,

that is, (yabJ~ )ac = yo-(bJ~ ac).

Conversely, setting c = yJb in (7) yields (6), which allows the argu-

ment to be reversed as in (i).

(iii) If zENr, then also a-bzJ = ab-zJ for all a, b in 2. Put ab-zJ = c,

then c=(c/zJ)/b-bzJ, c/(bz>) = (c/zJ)/b. With c= 1 this is bzJ = (z/b)J,

and, substituted back,

(8) c/(z/bY = (c/z')/b,

that is, (bJ   az)ac = bJ   a(zac).

Conversely, put (c/zJ)/b = a, then from (8), (ab-zJ)/(z/b)J = a,

ab-zJ = a(z/b)J. With a=l, bzJ = (z/b)J. Substituted back, ab-zJ

= a •bz1.

(iv) The proof for the operation (r) is trivial.

Corollaries. 1. In a weak inverse loop the three nuclei coincide [4],

and so do the nuclei in a crossed-inverse loop [l].

Proof. Let N" be a nucleus of 2P, p£@. Then in the weak inverse

loop Nl = Nm = Nm, Afu = NR =Nr. The second statement is obvious

since the weak inverse property holds in every crossed-inverse loop.

2. In a left I.P. loop the left and middle nuclei coincide.

Proof. Nl = Ntm° = Nm.

3. In a right I.P. loop the right and middle nuclei coincide.

4. In loops with the property (xy)J = yJxJ the right and left nuclei

coincide.

Proof. Nl = NrSt = Nr.
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